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USDINR: It is surprising the find how muted onshore USDINR behaved till now. Offshore USDINR quoted well
above 75.20 but interestingly onshore managed an open just below all-time high of 74.47 on spot. Considering
where markets are and with US VIX above 75, I would strongly urge traders to exercise caution with own
positions and clients positions. When markets are lull, many people get away with indiscipline but in such
markets, indiscipline can cost you dearly. Technically, I remain bullish on USDINR as long as the pair is not
breaking down below the critical support zone above 74.00 on spot basis. The pair may aim for the all-time
highs of 74.47 on spot and above that around 75.00 and 75.50 levels on spot.

MACRO STORY

Quite a set up on a Friday, that is 13th. A deep sell-off is underway across major equity indices globally. US VIX
has topped 75, a level not seen since 2008. When a spring is compressed significantly and for long, the release
is a sight to behold. This is how the volatility across markets has behaved over the past few weeks. This is not
the first time, and it will definitely not be the last time. However, for many folks in the market, it feels worse than
past events, because that is past and hence mind has a way of downplaying the drama. A morphinated version
of all the crashes remain stored in our memory.

Let me take the Nifty. Between 2003 and 2019, all the major phases of risk aversion, except for 2008, have
concluded between 20-34% peak to trough declines. In 2020, if I consider where SGX Nifty is quoting, the decline
has already run 28%. Even if it attempts to recreate the decline in 2004 and 2006, it can fall closer to 8200. This
is not a forecast but just a way to break the impact of morphine in your memory.

Amidst this carnage, central banks are not sitting idle. Yesterday, RBI announced a sell-by swap program in
USDINR to boost short term liquidity of USD. RBI will loan banks USD for a tenor to 6 months. This step will not
be able to prevent a 75 print on USDINR though. Globally, The ECB boosted its asset-purchase program by
EUR120B and introduced a new program of cheap loans that would basically pay banks up to 0.75% to lend to
small businesses. It would also drop capital requirements for banks during this extraordinary period. US Fed too
announced an injection of 1.5 trillion dollars of liquidity via repos.

All hands on deck but headlines around the virus needs to improve. If the cases of new infections follow the
pattern of China, then possibly in a week or two, it should improve. However, between now and that point,
headlines may worsen and that can lead to even greater panic. At the same time, we need to watch the situation
back home too. COVID-19 cases have touched 74 and one person has died. State and central governments are
taking necessary steps to contain it.

This virus hopefully would be contained soon. Once done, economy would gradually normalize and risk assets
can soar. But it is the interim which can be filled with even more drama.
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